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Preface

JU
Due to the size and weight restrictions on optical

elements both on the ground and especially in space, optical

detection must employ multiple aperture techniques in order

to gain improved image resolution. The Air Force Weapons

Laboratory (AFWL) is planning such a system, composed of

four collecting mirrors arranged in a square pattern. This

thesis studies the AFWL proposal, and compares it with other

possible mirror arrangements of up to four elements. Each 4

combination is assessed in its ability to image edges,

slits, rectangles and circles. A comparison of the results

yields which arrangements offer the best resolution.

I would like to thank Lt Col Jim Mills for his proposal

of this topic, and for his endless guidance as my advisor

throughout it. I owe great thanks to Lt Dana Bergey for his '..

help in getting me started with the computer analysis, and

also to Ron Gabriel for his direction and assistance in the

lab. Most importantly, I am eternally grateful to my wife

Joanne and young son Daniel, whose encouragement, patience,

and concern, put my work into perspective. S

Robert T. Reilander
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Abstract S

The purpose of this thesis was to evaluate and compare

the resolution capability of various multiple aperture 'Il

systems. Performance was to be assessed while they imaged

objects using incoherent light. Ten aperture configurations,'-.

containing from one to four sub-apertures, were compared.

Both symmetric and asymmetric (Golay) configurations were •

studied. Included was a tight square array, planned for .,

development by the Air Force Weapons Lab (AFWL).

A computer program simulated the imaging of edges, S

slits, rectangles and circles for each array. This

theoretical analysis was verified by actual experimentation

in a laboratory. A mathematical examination of the data 0

provided a ranking of each aperture's performance relative

to the others. The AFWL proposal proved to be the best

multiple aperture design. These results were based upon the S

author's own design of resolution criteria.

This study concluded with an analysis of the design -. .-

criteria for optimum performance for multiple apertures of S

up to four elements. Maximum sub-aperture size, minimum sub-
_.4. *."

aperture spacing, maximum number of elements, and a

symmetric arrangement were all determined to be desirable in S

order to obtain the best incoherent imaging resolution. ...,.

- x ii - "" ' S
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INCOHERENT MULTIPLE APERTURE OPTICAL

IMAGING SYSTEMS: ANALYSIS AND DESIGN @

I. Introduction

Brief Introduction of Terms

An aperture is an opening through which an object may

be viewed. A lens, a mirror, and a hole in a piece of paper

are all examples of apertures. A multiple aperture combines

several smaller apertures (sub-apertures) in parallel to

simulate one large one. An optical system that contains a

multiple aperture is known as a Multiple Aperture Optical 4?.e

System (MAOS).

There are several yardsticks with which to measure a

given multiple aperture. The first is its "equivalent

collecting diameter". This is the diameter a single aperture

would have to have in order to equal the same collecting

area of the sum of all individual sub-apertures (1:85). A

second term is the "resolution diameter". This is the

diameter a single aperture would have to have in order to be

capable of the same angular resolution as the multiple . F
%%

aperture system. It is therefore equal to the linear % %

distance between the outside edges of the two furthest

separated sub-apertures (1:85). This "resolution diameter"

is sometimes simply referred to as the "equivalent

diameter". This diameter is the smallest one capable of
U,%

-1- 'I
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enclosing the complete multiple aperture array. (Note; all

sub-apertures must be located in the same plane.) .

In order to compare one aperture with another, it is

necessary to discuss each system's effectiveness. As is

common in optical systems, this effectiveness can be

measured in terms of optical resolution. Resolution is

usually defined as the ability to distinguish between two

independently visible adjacent parts (19). A further

explanation of resolution is defined in the experimental

analysis section. Essentially, it is the ability to discern

an edge in a given image. In other words, the clearer and

sharper the edges of the image, the better the resolution.

Problem Statement

The purpose of this thesis was to evaluate and compare I

the resolution capability of various multiple aperture

configurations. Particular attention was devoted to a four

element aperture. A series of objects was illuminated with

incoherent light and then imaged by this array of

apertures. The objects of interest were edges, slits,

rectangles, and circles, since these are the basic building

blocks from which any larger object may be built. Each

multiple aperture design was studied to determine how the

number, size, and geometric arrangement of sub-apertures

affected each image. All tests were computer simulated. The

accuracy of the computer simulation was then verified

through actual experimentation in the optics laboratory.

-2-
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Justification of Thesis

This thesis was proposed by Lieutenant Colonel J. Mills

(11), who had been previously contacted by the Air Force

Weapons Laboratory (AFWL). AFWL is building a multiple

aperture telescope in support of the Strategic Defense

Initiative (SDI) and has proposed construction of a

particular four-aperture system. To this end, this thesis

concentrates on four-aperture systems, assessing the AFWL

proposal and then comparing several other possible
e%

configurations.

This thesis also compliments an earlier thesis entitled

"COHERENT MULTIPLE APERTURE OPTICAL IMAGING SYSTEMS:

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN" produced by Second Lieutenant D. Bergey 'A'_

in March 1987 (2). It was one of Bergey's recommendations

that his study of optical imaging systems be continued into

the realm of incoherent light.

Scope of the Thesis .

This thesis concentrates on four-element multiple . ..

aperture systems. Several single-element apertures are

studied as references. Simple two- and three-element systems

are also included for comparison. .

The objects of study are limited to edges and slits

(for one-dimensional analysis) and rectangles and circles

(for two-dimensional analysis). All objects are illuminated

with incoherent light only. I
-3-



All imaging is performed for the "ideal" case. It

assumes all aperture elements are co-planar, and that there

are no phase or alignment errors in combining the images

produced by each element. This thesis does not address such

alignment errors, nor does it attempt to study the

consequences of any other real-world defect or aberration.

Method of Treatment and Organization 0

This thesis contains a literature search and review

which begins by identifying the reasons why multiple

aperture technology was developed. Included is an S

explanation of the various mirror types which resulted. The

history of MAOS architecture follows. This literature search

and review ends with an overview of some MAOS architectures

currently in existence.

This thesis next contains the theoretical development.-

of incoherent imaging. A Fortran computer simulation of this S

theory was run for each aperture/object combination. .. %

Computer simulation outputs were recorded in a variety of

two- and three-dimensional plots. S

After the simulation runs were complete, some scenarios

were physically reconstructed in the Optics Laboratory to -b.

reveal the real world response. Through an iterative

process, the simulation and real-world results were

correlated and confirmed.

Once all the results were in, a record of findings was

tabulated. This thesis concludes with a summary of the

-4-



findings, and a recommendation of certain preferred aperture

configurations.

,'
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II. Historical Development %

Reasons for Larger Telescopes

Carleton and Hoffman (3:30) explain that there are two

major reasons for creating larger telescopes. The first has

to do with light-gathering power. As the dimensions of the ..

aperture increase, so too does the number of photons that
aperture

can be collected. "With modern detectors, many observations

are limited y photon-counting statistics, and require

impractically long integration times with present

telescopes" (3:30).

The second reason relates to the physical laws of the

diffraction of light. The resolution limit of light for a

single circular aperture is defined by the following -

0
formula:

R=1.22 X/D (1) 'X

where R is the resolution or minimum separation of two

incoherent point sources in radians, X is the wavelength in

meters of light being observed, and D is the diameter in

meters of the receiving aperture (3:30). Clearly, as the

diameter increases in size, the value of R decreases. In

other words, the resolution improves.

% ."
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Mirror Types

Traditionully, the primary mirror of a reflecting

telescope has been monolithic (a single element). As mirror

diameters grew, the complexity of building them rose

exponentially. Mirror weight also ballooned since larger

diameters implied thicker bases for support. For most of

this century, a maximum diameter limit was reached at about

5 meters. Schwartzchild explains that with larger mirrors,

the sheer weight of the mirror causes surface deformations hF..".

resulting in degraded performance (15:18). "To preserve

image quality, one cannot tolerate surface deformations much

greater than a tenth of a micron" (15:18). Therefore, heavy

mirrors are useless.

The solution to this problem is to build lighter •

mirrors. Today, multiple mirror technology allows the

primary mirror of a telescope to be handled in manageable

pieces. There are two main methods of doing this. The first

is the segmented mirror concept. A large mirror is

constructed from a mosaic of smaller mirrors, all fitting

together like a jigsaw puzzle. Unfortunately, each piece has

to be machined uniquely. According to Waldrop, the

complexities of such an undertaking make the segmented

mirror concept largely undesirable. Even using the latest

technology, the grinding and polishing of individual skewed
*1

surfaces to the required tolerances remains a formidable

task (18:281).

-7-
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The second option is the multiple mirror concept. Here,

several identical mirrors are configured in parallel to

function as a single mirror (18:280). "The light gathered by

the separate mirrors is merged into a single image" (5:23).

The technology has long been available to produce ordinary

small circular mirrors. Now the challenge is to combine the %

images into one single output. This remaining task is now

technically feasible, not physically impossible.

History of Multiple Aperture Optical Systems

For centuries, mankind has realized that as apertures

increase in size, performance improves. The trend has 0

therefore been to build bigger and bigger telescopes. In

1928, plans were made to create the now famous 200 inch

(5.08 meters) Mount Palomar reflector. This was the largest N

mirror ever attempted.

"The great technical difficulties that had to be
surmounted in the construction of the 200 inch, and its
enormous cost, gave many people the feeling that a
limit had been reached in the march towards bigger
telescopes" (10:100).

Consequently, any attempt to build larger apertures would

require some new thinking. 0

In 1932, Italian Guido Horn-d'Auturo asked the

question:

"If it became impossible to cast larger mirrors, would
it not be feasible to assemble smaller mirrors to form .

a reflecting surface of great size" (10:100)?

In later years, he was able to place 61 small hexagonal

mirrored tiles together to form a single 1.8 meter
-8-



reflecting surface. This was the "first serious application" N

of multiple mirrors (3:30). It marked the beginning of a new

era in optical design. In the 1960's, two 22 foot (6.71

meters) mirrors were constructed in similar fashion at

Narrabri, Australia. In Arizona, a 10 meter collector was

built for gamma-ray research. These designs were only for

light collection, "and laid no claim to optical precision"

(10:101). Certainly, these were multiple mirror aperture

systems, but they were no rival for conventional monolithic

mirrors. '4.

Jacchia states that as early as 1949, a different type

of multiple aperture telescope was being proposed by Vaisala

of Finland. Vaisala arranged six circular mirrors (each 32

cm diameter) in a hexagonal pattern, adding a seventh mirror

at the center of the hexagon (10:102). This configuration '4.

demonstrated greater optical precision than that of the .4"-"

segmented mirrors described above. The true multiple mirror

concept was born.

It would still take several decades before a large MAOS

would be properly engineered and employed. Until the middle

1970's, astronomers were coping with existing limited

aperture sizes by employing more and more sensitive -

detectors with which to count photons. (Detectors count the

photons that are gathered by the aperture). In the quest for

targets that were further away and weaker in intensity than

any others sought before, photons became harder to detect.

N..'
...
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Eventually, the theoretical limit of the detector' %

sensitivities was reached. Astronomers were therefore
S

"turning once again to the quest for larger telescope 0%

mirrors to gather more light for their detectors" (15:30). A 'P

MAOS was a necessity now.

The first and most famous multiple aperture telescope

was the Multiple Mirror Telescope of the University of

Arizona. Completed in 1978, this synthetic aperture has

proved its worth. It was much cheaper than trying to build a

monolithic aperture of the same size (4:47). Further, this

telescope had the added bonus of allowing its mirrors to %'

operate independently for simultaneous studies of the same

object (at different wavelengths for example) (14:23). The %

successes of this aperture allowed others to follow.

Multiple Mirror Applications

At present, there are many MAOS that either already

exist or are in final development. Each employs a unique 0

architectural mirror arrangement. The variety of these

arrangements suggests that there is no consensus over which

mirror pattern is best. Here are three famous current S

examples of MAOS.

The Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT). In the early

1970's, the University of Arizona, in conjunction with the

Smithsonian Astronomical Observatory, was considering

designs for a new telescope. Both the segmented mirror and

-10-
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multiple mirror designs were considered. In December 1971,

the multiple mirror concept was selected (3:30).

"The MMT uses six 72-inch (1.8 meter) co-planar mirrors

in concert to create the light-gathering equivalent of a

single 176 inch (4.5 meter) mirror" (5:23). The six mirrors

are arranged symmetrically on a single mount about a central

axis (in a hexagon shape).

National New Technology Telescope (NNTT). This new

telescope is still under construction. Similar to the MMT,

it will also employ an array of mirrors on a single mount.

The NNTT will use only four mirrors, each one 7.5 meters in

diameter. They will be arranged in a square co-planar

pattern, symmetric about a central axis. "Together the four

mirrors would simulate a single mirror 15 meters across, for

imaging purposes. For interferometric work they would be the

equivalent of a 21 meter baseline" (17:55).

European Very Large Telescope (VLT). "The European

answer to the NNTT is the VLT, which will combine four 8

meter mirrors to achieve the light-gathering power of a

single 16 meter dish. Unlike the NNTT, the mirrors will be

carried on separate mountings" (14:23). The VLT will

position its mirrors in a linear array. The VLT will form a

synthetic aperture 150 meters long. "For imaging operations

in visible or infrared light, the performance of the VLT

will not differ dramatically from that of the NNTT" (14:24).

When used as as interferometer the VLT will be able to

-11- 
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employ the 150 meter baseline to give resolution 
seven times I..

better than that possible with the NNTT (14:24). The VLT is

particularly interesting in that its 
four mirrors, when 

-

looking at a common object, will rarely be co-planar. Nor

will the spacing between mirrors remain fixed. This class of

MAOS therefore represents a whole new 
dimension to the

complexity of combining the images gathered by the different

elements. Such arrangements are beyond the scope of this

thesis.

The Future of Multiple Mirror Applications %

The employment of high resolution optical devices in S

the future will most certainly continue to involve Multiple

Aperture Optics. The size and weight of the collecting

elements will continue to be restricted by technology, cost, 0

and the limitations of boosting large objects into space.

The need for continuing research into Multiple Aperture

Optical Systems is reinforced. 0

"1'2
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III. Theoretical Development 
%

Geometric Imaging 

S

A basic imaging equation for geometric optics using thin 
.

lenses is the Gaussian form of the Thin Lens Law (16:575): 0

11 1
-+ - (2)
o 1 f

where o is the distance from the lens to the object, i is the''

distance from the lens to the image, and f is the focal length

of the lens as illustrated in Figure 1.

fw f

00

Figure 1. Simple Thin Lens Imaging

Lenses produce magnification, or image scaling. For the

system described in Figure 1, an image is produced that is M

times as big as the original object. M is the magnification

factor, and is defined as (16:576):
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M - (3)
0

where the negative sign indicates that the image is inverted.

Although the above description was limited to thin lenses,

the basic equation also applies to more complicated systems as

long as f is replaced by the effective focal length of the

complete system. Further, the distances o and i need to be

measured from the appropriate principle planes of the optical

system.

Entrance and Exit Pupils

The pupil function of an optical system is determined by

the limiting aperture. In the single lens system of Figure 1, 0

the pupil is the entire lens. In more complex systems however,

such as in Figure 2, the limiting aperture is not one of the

lenses. In this case, the limiting factor is called the aperture

stop. An aperture stop limits the amount of light that may pass

through a system. O'Shea explains that it limits the amount of S

light collecting ability of any system (13:68).

In Figure 2, a complex optical system is constructed from "

two lenses of different focal lengths, separated by an aperture

stop. The space to the left of the first lens is called object .

space. The space to the right of the right lens is called image 0

h.. . ,

-14-
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space. O'Shea explains (13:68) that the image of the aperture

stop as seen from object space is called the Entrance Pupil

(Figure 2.a). Similarly, the image of the aperture stop when

viewed from image space is called the Exit Pupil (Figure 2.b).

Both the Entrance and Exit Pupils are seen (in this case) to be

virtual images.

Object Image ,.

SpaceSpace

Figure 2 a. Entrance pupil

el

Object : .. "Image . -k

Space Space

Figure 2 b. Exit Pupil

Impulse Response V

For incoherent light cases, the Point Spread Function Ihi

of an optical system is simply the system response to a point

-15-
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source of light located in the object plane some distance away.

In other words, it is the irradiance pattern that will result 0

when this point source is imaged. Diffraction effects within any

optical system will prevent the point source from being imaged

back into another point. Rather, some irradiance distribution

will result. (Figure 3) (7:335) In a Fourier optics analysis,

this infinite point source object is best represented by the •

Dirac Delta Function 6.

Entrance Exit
y Y.
o Pupil Pupil i

x K.
0 1

Delta Irradiance

Function Pattern

Optical

Object plane System Image plane

Figure 3. Imaging model of Delta function

Goodman (9:18) defines the coherent impulse response h as:

hlx.,y.; ,7) S{(x - , y - T1) (4)

where h is the response of the system at a point (x. ,y. ) of the

-16-11



output space to the delta function (8) input at coordinates ( , )"

of the input space. S is representative of the system operator.

The true picture of the impulse response is not complete

without also tying in geometric optics. An impulse response, like

any other image, is subject to some magnification. Goodman

defines the true scaled coherent impulse response h as (9:96):

11d

(5) S
4P

Goodman elaborates on the definition of the scaled coherent %

impulse response h (9:105): J.

[-j2TT(x.x + y.y)] ~

h(x.,y.) = P(d.x,Xd.y) e dx dy (6)

where P is the Pupil function (or aperture function defined by

the area of transmittance of the exit aperture), X is the

wavelength of light used, d. is the distance from the exit pupil

x y
to the image, x - , y= , the xy plane defines the,-.'

location of the Exit Pupil, and the x y plane defines the image
i i

screen. Since the above formula is simply a Fourier transform

integral, it is clear that the impulse response of a system is the

transform of that system's exit pupil function.(ie; h = F (P) )
...;-:.,,

-17- ¢?
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Point Spread Function

For incoherent light, the system response (in the image

plane) to an object point source of light is called the Point d,*:

Spread Function (PSF). It follows that an optical system's

Impulse Response and PSF are related.

Gaskill explains (7:485) that the PSF is "proportional

to the squared modulus of the system's coherent impulse response".

PSFs for the various apertures assessed in this thesis are

illustrated in Appendix B. ".

Optical Transfer Function

The Optical Transfer Function (OTF) of a system is a measure

of system performance that indicates the effect of the system in

the frequency domain (9:20). Basically, it is a weighting function

in frequency space that acts upon input waves, altering amplitude

and phase components according to the system's properties. The OTF

is not only a function of the size and shape of the exit pupil,

but also of aberrations within the system.
.**''°'.

Fourier Optics provide an effective description of the OTF.

To be a proper weighting function, it is normalized so that its

maximum value is equal to "1". Since this is in the frequency

domain, this maximum occurs on the optical axis, along the zero

0 I



frequency component. Goodman defines H (the normalized OTF) as

(9:114):

.. , %

C(.
- [-j2TT(f x. + f y.H]*~

,h(x.,y)12 e 1 dx. dy.
11 1 1

H lf f ( 7 1)-:

JhJxihx.,Yi ) dx. dy i

XS
-oI ii -

here df and f = ~ . The variables f and f represent

the spatial frequency plane located at the exit pupil. The

numerator of this equation is a Fourier transform of the square

of the magnitude of the Impulse Response. The denominator is an

identical equation, except it represents the maximum value

of the OTF, occurring at f = 0 and f 0. For this reason,
x y

there is no exponential in the denominator.

The OTF of any optical system is one of the most important

system descriptors. A complete list of apertures and their C.

corresponding OTFs as assessed in this thesis is included in

Appendix C.,'-.-

Incoherent Imaging

The basic premise of incoherent imaging systems is that

- 19 - ,.



they obey the irradiance convolution integral (9:113):

I(xx,y K x- x y. y I (x y )dx dy (81)
--..

K- - I a1 1 1 i 1 0 1 0 g o o o 0

where I is the resulting irradiance in the image plane, and I
i g

is the geometrically scaled object irradiance. (Scaling results S

from geometric imaging). The integral takes place over the scaled

object space. The convolution occurs between the resulting

geometric image and the point spread function (ie- the squared

magnitude of the impulse response) for that system performing the

imaging. The constant K is a proportionality constant. Figure 4 •

illustrates this convolution in one dimension:

. %

m ALL L S,
xi xi xi

Point Spread Function Scaled Object Image Irradiance

Figure 4 . Incoherent Imaging Convolution 0

. 0
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% 
0 

%

In order to do away with proportionality constants and allow

resolution comparisons between systems, it is beneficial to .0

normalize all the quantities involved, the same as was performed

for the OTF. Two new variables are therefore 
defined (9:113): -

-[-j 2TT(f x +f y )

IJ I(Xy) e xx y yd
9 00 0

Gf P fy (9)

I (x ,y )dx dy J
g o o o o

and

I-j2TT(f x.+
111X 1 1 *a

G(fx afy (10) ?'a

IAX 1dx. dy.

where G and G. are the nor Lized frequency spectra of the0

scaled object and result image respectively. Like the OTF, a-

these are normalized o, . the maximum component located at the

zero frequency. Botl se equations contain Fourier transforms 
a

from real space to -quency space. W

-21- 
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The irradiance convolution integral (Equation 8) can be N

rewritten as:

r ai

. K x 2 * g (x0 ,Yo1 U11

where * denotes convolution. Taking the Fourier of both sides and

applying the convolution theorem to this equation produces: ]

F Ii(xi.yjj K F Ih(xi,yi)12 F Ig( XoYo) (12)

.... . o o . .-

,...,

By substitution, and utilizing the normalized definitions for

these Fourier transforms already defined, the result is: -.

(a. ',

Gi(fxf y) H(fx,fy) G (f ,f } (13)

V ,i

where the constant K is no longer a factor due to normalization.

0
In this way, Fourier Optics provide a tool for analysis of

the output spectra without having to suffer through difficult

convolutions. Since G. is the frequency spectra of our image in 0

the f f plane, to uncover the actual image it is necessary to
x y %

take the inverse Fourier transform:

-22- -
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A.

'A.'"

0

'p.,

1X X I (14)

A) 
S

'S

Here, I is the actual irradiance observed in real space at the

image plane.
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0

IV. Theoretical Imaging Of Objects %

Predicted Image Of An Edge %

In the previous Chapter, the irradiance convolution integral

(Equation 8) was rewritten in its simpler form:

SN

1 (x ,y1= K lYi! W I lx ,y ( 15) --

The square of the magnitude of the scaled impulse response has

already been defined as the Point Spread Function (PSF). The PSF

is convolved with the geometric image to produce the actual image.

The constant K may be discarded since all image intensities will

be normalized in order to compare resolution between apertures.

In one dimension, Figure 5 shows how the PSF, when

convolved with a normal edge, results in a rounding of the corners

in the output image.

x. x. xX1 1 1. .,

Figure 5. A PSF convolved with one-dimensional edge.
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The resulting irradiance pattern approximates the shape of an edge

but is "fuzzy" on the edges. The fuzziness is directly

attributable to the width of the optical system's PSF. A narrow

PSF will yield a sharper edge, while a wide PSF produces more

blur.

Figure 6 (12:119) illustrates more clearly just what

is taking place at the edge image. A comparison is also shown with 0

the results of Bergey's (2) coherent light analysis of the e

same object. If it were not for the PSF, the geometric image of liv.

the edge would result. Bergey found that with coherent light, the

upper irradiance varied as per a SINC function, with peaks

of relative irradiance exceeding the absolute value of 1 even

though normalized. For incoherent light, the transition is much

smoother, and never exceeds the value of 1. There is a rapid

increase in intensity as you near the edge, and then a rapid

decrease as you leave the edge. The relative irradiance

reaches a 50 % value (for the case of incoherent imaging) at the

spot where the geometric edge would normally form.

Predicted Image of a Slit .

The next step after investigating a single edge is to study

two edges, or a slit. The first edge turns the object on, and the

second edge turns it off. A slit can be thought of as a narrow

-25- 4
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0.80

0, a
, SN

I

0.6 -•

-J ,...%,

w 04-I I-- Z---,-a

02-/ 0

-10 0 10 20

NORMALIZED DISTANCE V

Figure 6. The coherent and incoherent images of an edge are

plotted relative to the geometrical image of the

edge. (___coherent, .__.__incoherent,

----------- ----------geometrical) (12:119)
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rectangle of infinite length in one direction, although the t. ,.

analysis is strictly one dimensional. Figure 7 illustrates a *

PSF convolved with a slit. The process is exactly as for the

previous edge, with a second edge being a "mirror image" of

the first.

If the slit is relatively wide compared to the PSF (at least

five to ten times wider), there will be an area at the center of

the image where a plateau of maximum irradiance has been reached

(as shown in Figure 7). If the PSF is too wide relative to the %

slit however, no plateau forms and it is not be possible to

resolve the image and discern the target. In other words, the blur

from the first edge overlaps the blur from the second edge.

I. '1' -, V*

V iV

x x Xi

Figure 7. A PSF convolved with one-dimensional slit.

Predicted Image of a Rectangle
'.5 %'"

The rectangle is the first of the objects requiring a

two-dimensional analysis. It can be thought of as a box consisting

-27-
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of four edges, or two sets of overlapping slits at right angles

to one another. Providing the rectangle is large compared to the

PSF, the four edges act independantly except in the corners, where

the blurring is enhanced. When the PSF is large and the rectangle

small, all edges can have overlapping blurring to the point that .

the target may not be discernable. Figure 8 illustrates the case

where the rectangle is not several times bigger than the PSF. C

~.- ..'-

l y Yi Yi 0

Figure 8. A PSF convolved with two-dimensional rectangle.

Predicted Image of a Circle

The last object of study is the circle, another two-

dimensional target. Unlike the previous objects, there is no

straight edge, unless the circle is massive enough that any small

arc may be approximated by a straight line. The limiting case

deals with much smaller targets however. Even when the PSF is

small compared to the circle, the blurring is intensified around ,.z,"

the circumference because the edge curves towards the center. S

-28- .. V,
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Therefore, sharpness is worse than that with just an ordinary

straight edge. Further, when the PSF is large compared to the

circle, it is easier than with the rectangle to have the blurring

obscure the target. Figure 9 illustrates a relatively large PSF

convolved with a two dimensional circle.

x i i xi

i Yi i"1-a

Figure 9. A PSF convolved with two-dimensional circle.

'.,,2

% %
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V. _ARerture Configurations For Analysis
A• , *J.-

Design Constraints

A total of ten different aperture configurations was

studied in this thesis. These are diagramed in Figure 10.

These ten were arrived at through analysis of all possible %%

combinations of sub-apertures, given several constraints.

The first constraint was that all sub-aperture diameters

had to be of equal diameter. An arbitrary choice of .125

inches was used as a sub-aperture diameter. A four element
..%

array of this size represented an aperture system with an

effective collecting diameter of .25 inches. Aperture 1 is the -

only exception to the first constraint, and contains only a

single .25 inch hole (a model of this base case). Aperture

number 2 represents the base case for a single aperture of the

smaller size. All remaining apertures were constructed from

variations in patterns of this sub-aperture.

A second constraint was that no two sub-apertures could

be any closer together than they were for the closest elements

of the AFWL proposal. This arbitrary overhead concession would

allow for mounting and alignment gear to be positioned around

and between each mirror as necessary.

The final constraint was that sub-apertures couldn't be

so far apart that "zeros" occur within the interior of their

Optical Transfer Function (see Appendix C). If they were,

valuable frequency components of the image would be lost.
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Figure 10. Aperture Shapes
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Aperture Configurations

The approach in selecting the aperture configurations was

based upon the following question: "If you could put up to
*.% .. '

four mirrors in space in whatever pattern you wanted (assuming % e%.

the mission is incoherent optical imaging), which arrangement

would you chose?"

As already stated, Aperture 1 represents the maximum

collecting power of four elements embodied in a single element -

as a yardstick for reference. Aperture 2 is a simple one

element system. Aperture 3 contains two elements. Aperture 4

contains 3 elements in a traditional triangle. Aperture 5 is L....

the first of the four element patterns. It is the AFWL

proposal: a tight square at a scale of 1/63 full size.

Aperture 6 expands the square, while apertures 7 through 10

are Golay (8) apertures.

The Golay apertures are of particular interest because of

their nonredundant Optical Transfer Function (OTF) properties.

Each is based on either a square or triangular matrix in which

some pieces are missing. The resulting OTFs are completely

nonredundant: there is no overlap except at the central spike. 0

The theory here is that improved resolution can be obtained

with a thinned set of elements, removing those that are .

redundant. The beauty of this is that the resulting OTFs are

uniform out to very large spatial frequencies. See Appendix C

for examples.
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Table 1 describes the basic shape of each test aperture,

while Table 2 details their dimensions.

TABLE 1. Aperture Shapes

APERTURE ARRANGEMENT SHAPE

1 1 element large circle 0
2 1 element small circle
3 2 element figure 8
4 3 element triangle
5 4 element square (AFWL 1/63 scale)
6 4 element larger square
7 4 element Golay (non-redundant)
8 4 element Golay (non-redundant) ,.

9 4 element Golay (non-redundant)
10 4 element Golay (non-redundant)

TABLE 2. Aperture Specifications

APERTURE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE SUB NUMBER
ARRANGEMENT COLLECTING RESOLUTION APERTURE OF

NUMBER DIAMETER DIAMETER DIAMETER APERTURES ..

1 .25 inch .25 inch .25 inch 1
2 .125 inch .125 inch .125 inch 1
3 .177 inch .266 inch .125 inch 2

4 .217 inch .287 inch .125 inch 3
5 .25 inch .324 inch .125 inch 4
6 .25 inch .375 inch .125 inch 4
7 .25 inch .406 inch .125 inch 4 •
8 .25 inch .439 inch .125 inch 4
9 .25 inch .457 inch .125 inch 4

10 .25 inch .497 inch .125 inch 4

N-0
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VI. Computer Simulation Procedure P.4

General Procedure

For each aperture arrangement, a computer simulation

was performed to determine the Point Spread Function and the

Optical Transfer Function for that configuration. The

results of these are located in Appendices B and C

respectively. Further, for each object to be imaged, a

three-dimensional image was output as seen through each of

the apertures. The results of imaging edges are found in

Appendix D, slits in Appendix E, rectangles in Appendix F

0
and circles in Appendix G.

The three-dimensional images give a good subjective

feel for each scenario, but for more accurate mathematical

comparison, a two-dimensional slice through the heart of

some images was also produced. These would allow direct

comparison between various apertures, as well as allow

correlation with the similar two-dimensional experimental

output from the lab. "."-."

As an additional double-check, each computer run was

also programmed to reproduce the input object and aperture

forms, just to be sure no input errors were made.

Description of Computer Code

This computer simulation was performed in Fortran on

the VAX 11/780 Electrical Engineering Computer. The main

program (IMAGE.FOR) is listed in Appendix L. Extensive use

01
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was made of the IMSL Routine "Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) P

3D" to manipulate the data.

In order to facilitate the many different runs of the --

IMAGE program, a driver file was created called "DO.COM".

This drivt file contained the specifications for each

aperture anc .bject configuration. In this way, all the

input paramet< could be fed to the main program without

having to recomp 1- each run.

The main prog ,m utilized two 256 by 256 arrays. Array

A contained the aper" ire, while Array B originally contained

the object. At various -,,ages of execution, the contents of

the two arrays were sampl,:i and their data was stored in

independent data files for 1. "er analysis. The final output

was retaioed in Array B. S

The 256 by 256 array (or sample) size was chosen for

mathematical convenience. It was as large an array as

possible without requiring huge execution times by the

computer. Within this coordinate framew(,rk, all objects,

apertures and images were sized. Objects w'ere scaled such

that their resulting images did not exceed the sample space.

A sub-aperture radius of 10 was chosen through trial and

error. This sub-aperture, when employed in some of the

"wider" aperture configurations, was as large as possible

without causing its OTF to overflow the sample space.

There were several three-dimensioual output files.

"OTF.DAT" saved the Optical Transfer Function. "APER.DAT"
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held the shape of the aperture that was input. "PSF.DAT" was

P the Point Spread Function data. "OBJ.DAT" reproduced the

object that was being imaged. Finally, "INT.DAT" stored the

intensity distribution of the resulting image. Each of these

files contained data in a singular columnar format, 2304

numbers in length. This could then be translated by MATRIX-X

(a graphics utility program) into a three-dimensional

picture. The resulting images were 48 by 48.

The only other output data file was "INT2.DAT". This

contained a simple 48 element column array with the 41-P

intensity values of any desired slice through the three-

dimensional image. This data could the be redisplayed, '.MJ

U.'.

through MATRIX-X, into a two-dimensional line graph. %<
- 'p.

O Since MATRIX-X had limited resolution capability, all

data files were transferred to a Sun Work Station where they

were properly graphed using "DISSPLA".

For the math analysis of each two-dimensional graph's

slope, another short Fortran routine was written. This new

routine accepted as input the "INT2.DAT" files from above, U"

and output a description of each slope along with the area

under each curve. It is from these numerical values that the

images were objectively compared.
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VII. Analysis of AFWL Aperture Proposal

Specifications

The AFWL aperture proposal involves four elements

arranged in a tight square. None of the elements touches any

other, since room is needed for mounting and alignment

equipment. Free space for radiant cooling is another factor

that makes it undesirable for adjacent collectors to

physically touch. Figure 11 shows the shape and dimensions

of this system. Table 3 gives the technical specifications

of the geometry involved.

0

0

10 CM ,

42.5 CM
22.5 CM

Figure 11. AFWL Aperture Proposal
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Table 3. AFWL Aperture Dimensions

Proposed Aperture Characteristic Size ""

Sub-aperture radius 10 cm

Sub-aperture diameter 20 cm

Closest distance between centers 22.5 cm

Effective collecting diameter 40 cm

x e v r
Max effective resolution diameter 51.8 cm

Min effective resolution diameter 42.5 cm %"

Note that the effective resolution diameter is not .

constant. Maximum resolution is defined as the sharpest

image possible for a given array. Minimum resolution is the

worst image possible for a given array. These definitions

are based on the author's resolution criteria, (to be

detailed later) and are functions of the orientation of the

array relative to the object. When the aperture array is

aligned so that the X and Xo axes are parallel to one - .

another, the resolution is maximized (Figure 12.a). When the

aperture array is turned 45 degrees so that the X axis is I}.

now 45 degrees to the Xo axis, minimum resolution results

(Figure 12.b).

At first glance, one expects the resolution to be

better for Figure 12.b. The PSF for this orientation, V

however, has more irradiance front and back of the central .

spike (see Appendix B, aperture 5), than when rotated 45 5%..5-
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degrees (relative to an edge ligned with theg 
iihshn

eg of this Paper). 
Thus duig 

te mae s

dragged out to 
a less sharp resultthnfr 
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X00

Edge 
K

Figre12.a. Maximum 
resolutionl orientation

Edge

Figure 12.b. Minimum 
resolution orientation
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Figure 13 shows the computrrpeetto 
fti

apetur's SF.Theirradiance 
pattern is compact with 

a

lare cntal spike 
surrounded by four 

much smaller spies

This entire pattern 
subtends the same area asreutdfo

le ub-perureelement. 
The difference

the PSF Of one 
singlesbaetr nificatl-tB

now is that the central 
spike has narrowed 
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the bulk of the irradiance has been driven towards the 
%.,.center. The resulting images will be much sharper than if '.Xjust one sub-aperture of this size is used. 

,.

0,00,

. -0

Faa

Opt ical Transfer Function".. 

. .',

In Figure 
14 the OTF can be seen to have a large

central peak and four sub-peaks. 
These sub-peaks 

are not
completely 

independent 
of the main peak but rather

contribute to it. It is almost as if the sub-peaks are not athere. This is the mark of a good OTF. The weighting
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function it represents should be continuous from its center

to the edges. There should be no nulls in the process, and

any valleys should be kept to a minimum. In short, the more

unified the pattern, the better the OTF. This aperture

proposal therefore has a very good OTF. It could be improved
0

upon onily i." the space between sub-apertures was reduced to

zero. As already stated, that may not be possible or

desirable, from an engineering point of view.

"S
., " -

e V

-o

IVFigure 14. OTF for AFWL proposed aperture .
- k
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Two-Dimensional Edge Resolution

The cross section of the image of an edge produced with

this aperture shows what may be described as very good

resolution. The slope of the transition line marking the

irradiance of light across the edge is very steep; the

steeper the better. The corners at the top and bottom of the

transition line are not smooth. This is a function of the

separation and positioning of the sub-apertures. The tighter

these corners, the better. Figure 15 shows the max .

resolution case, while Figure 16 shows the min. Note the

differences in the two curves. The result shows that the

aperture array is marginally susceptible to variations in

orientation. This problem is insignificant compared to the

differences detected for some of the other aperture

-0
arrangements assessed in the following chapter, and hence is

not considered to be of concern.

Three-Dimensional Image Resolution S

Figures 17 through 20 illustrate the three-dimensional

computer predictions for imaging an edge, slit, rectangle

and circle through the AFWL proposal. In each case, the S

V%
object is easily discernible. The actual dimensions of each

object and image are unimportant. What is significant is-the

comparison to the same objects being imaged through S

different aperture arrays. The AFWL design does very well

compared to other possible designs as discussed in the next

chapter.
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Figure 15. Irradiance of the image of an edge as seen
through the AFWL proposed aperture while
oriented for maximum resolution. .,.
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Figure 19. 3-D computer prediction of the irradiance of the WK_-

image of a rectangle as seen through the AFWL
proposed aperture.
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VIII. Comparative Analysis Of Aperture Arrays

Comparison of Aperture Performance

The Appendices to this thesis offer a variety of

figures showing each aperture's performance under different

imaging conditions. It is difficult to just look at those

graphical results and draw any sound conclusions.

Perhaps the best indicator of system performance is the

edge analysis. A single slice of each edge image offers a

meaningful glance at how each system performs. Figure 21

shows one such slice. There are several ways to describe the

shape of the transitional curve it displays. The curve

begins at near zero irradiance on the left and rises to a

maximum of "1" on the right. The slope of the curve at a 0

series of test points will be the first yardstick. In each V..

case, the steeper the slope, the quicker the transition from

dark to light is taking place, and hence the better defined

is the image of an edge. These slopes are calculated on

sections of the curve whose center is at the .5 irradiance

mark (see Figure 21). In this analysis, three slopes are

compared. Slope 1 is the maximum slope of the line, always

located around the .5 irradiance point for each graph. Slope

2 is measured between "x" coordinates five units apart

straddling the middle of the graph. Slope 3 is for "x"

coordinates eleven units apart at the center of the graph.

These three intervals were arbitrarily chosen to cover the

-46-
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region where at least 80% and sometimes 95% of the edge

transition takes place.

%

=4. C.

~... .. .-,

C_ -S3

25.0 15.0 - .0 - -1 -.O -25

X-oor'inote

Figure 21. Image of Edge showing slopes to be studied.

A second yardstick is also available to help interpret

S3,- -.-

those curves that are not smooth but have considerable.--.

variation. By integrating the area under the curve between C,.-

certain limits, one can compare different aperture

V

performances in those ranges. The analysis used here is to e,

compare five overlapping regions, each starting at the. -

center of the graph, and moving progressively further to the

left hand side. The object is to minimize the area under the ""'%--

curve in each region. The aperture system that does this"'e

will show the sharpest edge. Figure 22 illustrates these

--4-7--"" "

0 -1 -%.,' -o--

25.0 15. 5. -5. -1.0 25 ..

• .","/,e e ".''.,.""" ,'" '' ."":-.-''." , ."." ", " ." "."J -f '' ,":. """ X"-Co""o.r'"".., -"". .""'.._'' .-note.'''...
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regions. Region 1 is the smallest, while region 5 is the

largest. On the other side of the edge, a similar analysis

can be performed for Region 6, except this time the data is

maximized.

.0 CD

Lo - -

- N . J.

.. f /-\ ....

o 2. .0 150 -.0 1.0 -2.
Reio 6 tobemxiizd

- - - - .,.,

r (the e , Appendix ",, how.s th

2.0. ,5.0 5.0 -5.0 -15.0 -25.0 >:_
X-Coord nato

Figure 22. Five regions to be integrated and minimized.
Region 6 to be maximized. -

Theortur Awerture Perfor manc "" t

The following evaluation is based on the theoretical '

~performance of the 10 apertures studied. As previously

stated, each aperture had a best and worst orientation "..*

relative to a fixed object (the edge). Appendix H shows the " -

• graphical results for each orientation. Figure 23 "-

illustrates which orientation was best for each aperture. ",

Apertures were aligned as illustrated, relative to an edge :.

that is parallel to the right edge of the paper.
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Table 4 records the line slope performance values for -.- '

eb-h orientation (best and worst) of each aperture.
O

__ble 4. Comparison of Image Slo by rture 0

Aperture Slope 1 Slope 2 Slope 3

1 best .161 .135 .081
1 worst .161 .135 .081
average .161 .135 .081

2 best .081 .077 .066
2 worst .081 .077 .066
average .081 .077 .066

3 best .161 .125 .066
3 worst .081 .077 .066
average .121 .101 .066

4 best .135 .112 .069
4 worst .124 .108 .071
average .130 .110 .070

5 best .162 .127 .068
5 worst .134 .100 .065 ,.
average .148 .113 .066

6 best .161 .115 .058
6 worst .116 .094 .062
average .138 .105 .060 0

7 best .153 .108 .068
7 worst .122 .103 .067
average .137 .105 .067

8 best .156 .091 .068
8 worst .116 .096 .065
average .136 .094 .067

9 best .135 .096 .064
9 worst .128 .096 .063 . "
average .132 .096 .064

10 best .180 .092 .067
10 worst .117 .099 .066
average .149 .096 .067
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Table 5 contains the integration values of the areas under

the curves in all six regions. -

Table 5. Image Regional Sizes for each Aperture

Array Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 5 Area 6

1 best 1.57 1.85 2.00 2.11 2.20 22.78
1 worst: 1.57 1.85 2.00 2.11 2.20 22.78
average: 1.57 1.85 2.00 2.11 2.20 22.78

- 2 best 2.01 2.66 2.97 3.20 3.38 21.97
2 worst: 2.01 2.66 2.97 3.20 3.38 21.97
average: 2.01 2.66 2.97 3.20 3.38 21.97

3 best 1.70 2.37 2.68 2.94 3.12 22.30
3 worst: 2.01 2.67 2.97 3.20 3.38 21.97
average: 1.85 2.52 2.83 3.07 3.25 22.13

4 best 1.78 2.38 2.69 2.92 3.09 22.31 ,1.
4 worst: 1.81 2.38 2.70 2.94 3.12 22.28
average: 1.80 2.38 2.70 2.93 3.11 22.30

5 best 1.69 2.34 2.65 2.91 3.09 22.32
5 worst: 1.87 2.52 2.86 3.10 3.27 22.11
average: 1.78 2.43 2.76 3.00 3.18 22.22

6 best 1.78 2.54 2.85 3.07 3.24 22.13
6 worst: 1.91 2.62 2.92 3.15 3.32 22.05
average: 1.84 2.58 2.88 3.11 3.28 22.09

7 best :1.81 :2.41 :2.72 :2.96 :3.14 :22.27
7 worst: 1.84 2.48 2.79 3.03 3.21 22.17
average: 1.83 2.45 2.76 3.00 3.18 22.22

8 best 1.90 2.56 2.87 3.10 3.28 22.12
8 worst: 1.89 2.56 2.87 3.11 3.29 22.09
average: 1.90 2.56 2.87 3.11 3.29 22.11

9 best 1.89 2.57 2.89 3.12 3.29 22.08
9 worst: 1.90 2.57 2.89 3.13 3.30 22.07 -

average: 1.90 2.57 2.89 3.13 3.30 22.07

10 best: 1.87 :2.49 :2.83 ;3.06 :3.24 :22.18 ~
10worst 1.87 2.52 2.84 3.08 3.26 22.12
average: 1.87 2.51 2.84 3.07 3.25 22.15
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Discussion of Resolution

'%

There are many ways of ranking the apertures based on

the data tabulated above. Clearly, the central slope (Slope %

1) is the most significant indicator of how sharp an edge

image is. The higher the slope, the better. Slopes 2 and 3

extend the process as indicators of how crisp the image is.

Again, the higher the numbers, the better the resolution. A

quick analysis of Table 4 shows a general trend. Big Slope

ls are usually associated with big Slope 2s. Comparing the

average values of Slope 1 will adequately rank the '

aperture's performance. The other slopes may be needed in

case of a tie-breaker. Table 6 records the aperture ranking

from best to worst as judged from Slope 1 values.

Table 6. Average aperture performance, best to worst, based
upon Slope 1 values P-F W^

Ranking Aperture configuration Slope 1 average

1 1 .161 .
2 10 .149
3 5 .148
4 6 .138
5 7 .137
6 8 .136
7 9 .132
8 4 .130
9 3 .121

10 2 .081

Perhaps of equal importance to the average slopes ,

listed in Table 6 is the stability of each slope based upon__*
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aperture orientation with the object. To assess this

sensitivity for each aperture, the worst slope value is ".

divided by the best slope value, thereby producing

"stability" figure. The larger the value of the figure, the

more stable is the resolution. It is desirable to have

stable optics that give identical resolution regardless of •

aperture orientation. Table 7 ranks the apertures from best

to worst based upon orientation stability. Best means it is

most stable. Worst means it is least stable. S

Table 7. Resolution stability- best to worst, based on
the a erture orientation with respect to a

fixed edge .

Ranking Aperture configuration Stability

1 1 1.00
2 2 , 1.00 0
3 9 0.95 ...
4 4 0.92
5 5 0.83
6 7 0.80
7 8 0.74

8 6 0.72 ,
9 10 0. 6 5 ,,

10 3 0. 50 ,'-

The area integration results produce different ranking

orders. It should be noted that this integration technique

was performed on both sides of the edge. Because the curves •

appear symmetric about their middles, minimizing the left

side is roughly the same as maximizing the right, although
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it was the author's conclusion that the left side was more

descriptive because the tail didn't always go to zero. In

comparing Region values, it was noted that those areas with 0

the smallest Region I usually had the smallest Region 2

through 5. Table 8 ranks the aperture configurations based "

on Region 1. A smaller area means better resolution in that Sv-

less "misplaced" light was found.

Table 8. Average aperture performance, best to worst, based
upon Region 1 integrated areas.

f.' t.,

Ranking Aperture configuration Region 1 average
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -'-- - - -

*'

1 1 1.57
2 5 1.78 0
3 4 *1.80

4 7 1.83
5 6 1.84
6 3 1.85 """
7 10 1.87
8 8 1.90 0
9 9 1.90 ',.

10 2 2.01

For purposes of comparison, Table 9 performs a similar

ranking based on the values calculated for Region 5. There

is a very slight alteration in the ranking, but the change

is no consequence. The basic ranking remains intact.
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Table 9. Average aperture performance, best to worst, based
upon Region 5 integrated areas.

Ranking Aperture configuration Region 5 average

1 1 2.20
2 4 3.11
3 5 3.18
4 7 3.18
5 10 3.25
6 3 3.25
7 6 3.28
8 8 3.29
9 9 3.30

10 2 3.37

The ranking from 
the "area integration" 

hypothesis 
'

differs significantly from the "maximum slope" analysis.

There are several reasons for this. The first is that the

aperture designs are generally all quite good, and therefore

the differences between them shouldn't be that significant.

Further, a couple of sharp ridges in the irradiance pattern

(as for coherent light, for example), providing they were

finite, would 
offset the integral 

radically, yet 
might well 

'

be products of an excellent image. Another factor is that

both ranking schemes are really measuring different things. -

One look at the graphs shows that an integration of the area

under the curve may prove fruitful in comparing one Region

with another, but to compare the total performance, the true

integral would have to go to infinity. Meanwhile, on the

high side of the edge, all curves maximize to "1", so this

5..... 
-
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may offer a more valid comparison. Maximizing the area under
*

the curve, the new ranking scheme is shown in Table 10. The

area of concern, Region 6, is shown in Figure 23.

Table 10. Averae apertureperformance best to worst based

upon Region 6 integrated areas. ...

* Ranking Aperture configuration Region 1 average

1 1 22.78
2 4 22.30
3 5 22.22
4 7 22.22
5 10 22.15
6 3 22.13
7 8 22.11
8 6 22.09

9 9 22.07
10 2 21.97

With the many ranking schemes just listed, there is no

consensus over how the apertures compare overall, best to

worst. Further, none of the above ranking schemes can be

said to be more important than any other. Each is valid in

its own way, for its own reasons. 0

The question of "what is the ultimate ranking?" still

remains. Fortunately, there is a way to tie together the

results of the previous five tables and arrive at an overall

ranking. A numerical value can be assigned to each aperture

representative of its placement in each table. For example,

the aperture that came first in Table 6 would score 1 point,

-56-
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while the aperture that came last would score 10. A similar

scoring could take place for the other tables as well. In

this way, each aperture configuration would acquire one

score per table, and the sum of these five scores would be

that aperture's overall score, or relative performance.

Finally, these relative performance values could be ranked,

offering a global picture of each aperture's relative

performance. Table 11 shows the calculation of each •

aperture's performance score. Table 12 contains the final

ranking.

Table 11. Calculation of aperture scoring based upon
placement in Tables 6 through 10.

Aperture :Score 6 Score 7 Score 8 Score 9 ScorelO: Total

1 1 1 1 1 1 5
2 10 2 10 10 10 42
3 9 10 6 6 6 37
4 8 4 3 2 2 19
5 3 5 2 3 3 16
6 4 8 5 7 8 32 •
7 5 6 4 4 4 23
8 6 7 8 8 7 36
9 7 3 9 9 9 37

10 2 9 7 5 5 28

5.
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Table 12. Overall aperture performance, best to worst, based
upon relative scoring from Table 11.

'N
Ranking Aperture configuration Relative Score 0

1 1 5

2 5 16
3 4 19
4 23
5 10 28
6 6 32
7 8 368 93 7 ". '-.

9 3 37
10 2 42

The results of Table 12 are self explanatory. Aperture

1 (one large solitary collector) was the best all along, and .

naturally ends up in first place. The AFWL proposal,

Aperture 5, comes second. It represents the best multiple

aperture approximation to Aperture 1 (of all the

arrangements tested). Aperture 4 comes third. The placement

of Apertures 5 and 4 show the strength of tight symmetric

arrangements in simulating a monolithic element. The Golay

apertures came next, sticking together for the most part.

Finally, all arrangements proved superior to Aperture 3,

which in turn outperformed Aperture 2, a single small

collector.

N NN
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Design Considerations

Sub-Aperture Size. From a light gathering point of

b view, bigger is always better. The same is true for S

resolution. As predicted by Equation 1, a larger diameter

offers better resolution. A comparison of the performances

of Aperture 1 (one large circle) to Aperture 2 (one small S

circle) showed the former to be superior in every category.

Sub-Aperture Spacing. In almost every arrangement

studied, the sub-aperture spacing was constant. No two 0

elements were ever closer than the closest two of the AFWL

proposal. With the Golay apertures, although the arrays are

expanded, the position of each element was an even multiple

of this original condition. This assisted the non-redundancy

in the OTF. Technically therefore, the Golay apertures did

not violate any spacing constraints; either too close or too S

far.

The one exception to the close packed arrays was

Aperture 6, the large square. This aperture was identical to S

the AFWL proposal (Aperture 5), except the sub-aperture

spacing was increased. The resulting performance speaks for

itself. The PSF expanded, and the OTF developed nulls inside S

the pattern. Consequently, resolution deteriorated. Although

this is in violation of Equation 1, a larger baseline does .

not guarantee better resolution for incoherent imaging when S

multiple apertures are used. Naturally, if the PSF widens,

then any convolution of an edge with it will result in a
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loss of definition. This analysis therefore concludes that

closer is better.

Number of Elements. For light gathering power, more is

always better, but how did increasing the number of elements

affect resolution (assuming all elements are of the same

size)? The single small sub-aperture was the worst

performer. The two element system was better. Three elements

arranged symmetrically about the middle were better still.

But better yet was the four element system, when these

elements were also arranged symmetrically about the middle.

This analysis illustrates that more sub-apertures offer

better resolution.

Array Shape. The strong performances by the three '

element triangle and the four element square show a

dominance for array symmetry. The non-symmetric Golay

apertures, when held to the other constraints of size and

spacing, did not meet the standards of the symmetric arrays.

The Golay PSFs were very good, but the proportion of

irradiance in the side lobes to the central spike, when

compared to Apertures 4 and 5, was too high. This resulted

in slightly degraded resolution. '

The Golay apertures also suffered from high

V instabilities due to orientation sensitivity. In real life,

it is not possible to control the orientation of an object,

particularly when viewed from space, so these apertures

would be at a disadvantage. This is all above and beyond the
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0

added technical challenge that engineers would face in

trying to couple the asymmetric inputs into one image. For

these reasons, the Golays, although they performed well, are

not the best arrangements for incoherent imaging.

The array shape of choice is deduced to be a tight

symmetric pattern, all elements spaced equidistant from the

center of the array. This analysis has shown this to be true

for arrangements of up to four apertures.
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IX. Laboratory Experimental Procedure

Experimental Apparatus

The laboratory portion of this thesis was conducted in

the Optics Lab in building 194 of Area B at WPAFB. The

apparatus used is illustrated in Figure 24. On the far left

is located an incoherent light source. This was a projector

bulb with a variable power source, thus allowing the output

intensity to be varied as required. In front of the bulb, .

two short focal length lenses were used to collect and then ,

project the light forward. The first lens focused the bulb

filament into the second lens, and the second lens was '.

positioned one focal length away from the first. The result

was a fairly uniform column of light propagating to the

right. -

- ,...:,

Incoherent Converging Object Main Aperture Detector ,- _

Light Lenses Lens Array #

Source -

Figure 24. Laboratory Experimental Apparatus
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The column of light next illuminated the object, which

was a razor blade edge, supported vertically. In this way,

the object light irradiance pattern was established as being

on" beyond the edge of the object, and "off" behind the

boundaries where the incident light was blocked.

The system main lens was positioned beyond the object. . -

A relatively large lens was used for this, the imaging lens.

The larger diameter enabled fewer aberrations to be a

factor, as the experiment could be conducted on or near the

central axis, well away from the perimeter effects of the

lens. This lens was positioned with the illuminated object S"

in the object plane, and a detector array was located in the

image plane.

The multiple aperture effect was created by placing the

designed multiple aperture discs as close to the main lens

as possible. These discs blocked all incident light except

0 for the light passing through the sub-apertures themselves.

In the case of a four element multiple aperture, this

effectively simulated four separate collectors, and the

effect of the main lens would be to recombine their four

separate images into just one.

The final image was projected onto a detector array at

the far right. This array was a Charge Coupled Device (CCD)

consisting of 256 detectors arranged in a straight line. The

detector array was oriented to be perpendicular to the edge

of the image. The output of the detectors was fed to an

L
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oscilloscope where the light transition from dark to light

(across an edge) could be easily studied and photographed. %

General Procedure

Each aperture was studied one at a time. Particular

attention was devoted to the edge analysis since this was

the base case for all further analysis. For each test, the ".

resulting detector output was photographed on the

oscilloscope.

The item of interest was image resolution, and not "

image intensity. With each aperture, intensity would vary.

This was due to the different collecting radius of some

apertures, but also due to the different effective

resolution radius. The further spread out the elements were,

in general, the less light would get through to the image 0

because most of the intensity was transmitting on or near

the optical axis. As the effective resolution radius

increases, more of this central component is lost. .

Because the intensity varied, it was necessary to '.a

normalize the experimental image intensity just as the a''.'-

output had been normalized during the computer simulation. .

This normalization was accomplished by varying the bulb

intensity to compensate for aperture losses. Additionally, •

the oscilloscope output could be scaled using its controls .-

so that each aperture's image started and ended at the same

intensity levels. From that point on, it was only necessary

to compare the different slopes of the graphs for each .
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aperture to compare performance. Steeper slopes represented

more rapid transition from dark to light, and hence better
°" .p *

resolution. Also, the speed with which the edge image

curved" at top and at bottom was another indicator of %

performance. The sharper the curve, the less overall

distortion or blurring.

Results " e

The experimental portion of this thesis verified the

computer simulation. Photographs of the oscilloscope display

were taken for each two-dimensional slice through the image

of an edge. These could be compared directly to the computer

two-dimensional theoretical views of the same thing. The

photographic results of this are found in Appendix J. Figure

25 shows an example (in this case for Aperture 1) of the

comparison between simulation and experimental results .

Note that the oscilloscope photo doesn't have the finite

detail of the simulation graph, but the general shape is ,: .

similar enough to confirm the results. Also note that J..

although both plots are normalized, the X-axis scales are

not the same.
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X. Conclusions

Summary "4

The purpose of this thesis was to evaluate and compare

the resolution capability of various multiple aperture

systems. Their performance was to be assessed while they

imaged objects using incoherent light. A total of ten

configurations was selected for study. These ranged in size "

from one single element to a maximum of four per

arrangement. Each aperture was studied to reveal its Point

Spread Function and Optical Transfer Function. A computer

program was written to simulate the imaging of edges, slits,

rectangles and circles by each of these apertures. The

detailed results of each of these are found in the

Appcndices. The validity of the computer program was

verified through actual experimentation in the Optics

Laboratory.

A two-dimensional slice was cut through each edge image -

to produce a set of data for analysis. This data was studied

to reveal the optical performance of each aperture. Based on

numerical scores for performance in a series of resolution •

criteria, a relative ranking of the apertures was achieved.

The Air Force Weapons Lab is proposing the construction

of a four element optical sensor. This design was included 0

in the analysis as Aperture Number 5. It was one of the

goals of this thesis to determine whether there might be a
* , p

better arrangement for the AFWL proposal.
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Specific Conclusions

This thesis drew conclusions subject to the conditions

of incoherent imaging, and to the resolution criteria

derived by the author. These criteria concerned the analysis

of each aperture's edge image. Apertures were ranked based

on their characteristic irradiance slopes at a series of

test points, as well as on their integrated area values for

specific regions under each curve.

Given the choice between a single element aperture and

a multiple aperture system (whose total collecting area is

equal to that of the single element aperture), the single

element offers better resolution. In other words, Aperture I

is the best performer. Using multiple aperture optics, the

best approximation to the ideal performance of Number 1 is

found in Aperture 5, the AFWL proposal.

In assessing the parameters of a multiple aperture

design, the following was found. The sub-aperture size

should be as large as possible. Fewer large elements can

outperform many small ones. As far as sub-aperture spacing

is concerned, the closer the better. A tight array offers

better resolution. When deciding upon the number of sub-

apertures to use, this thesis determined more is better, not

only for light gathering power, but. also for better

resolution. Finally, in selecting the multiple aperture

pattern, it is concluded that symmetric arrangements provide

the best overall performance.
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All the above design goals are embodied in the AFWL

proposal. This thesis proves that for up to a four aperture •

system of a predetermined sub-aperture size, you can do no *

better than a tight square array. Such is the AFWL design.

General Conclusions

This thesis can draw some conclusions about multiple

aperture arrays in general; not only for those of four

apertures or less. The first is that increasing the sub-

aperture size is always beneficial in terms of improving

resolution. A larger sub-aperture yields a narrower PSF. The - -

PSF's exterior envelope is only a function of the sub-

aperture size, and not of how many sub-apertures are used.

The use of additional sub-apertures forces a narrower

central spike and the introduction of side lobes, but these

are still limited to the area outlined by the original sub-

aperture. Therefore, the way to drive down the confines of

the PSF is to increase the sub-aperture size. A narrower .

PSF, when convolved with an edge, will produce a sharper

image.

A second general conclusion is that sub-aperture

spacing should always be kept to a minimum. The tighter the

pattern, the more compact the side lobes become. This forces

a greater fraction of the total irradiance into the central

spike. A convolution with such a PSF will give the sharpest

possible image.
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The third general conclusion is that the more sub-

apertures you use, the better your resolution becomes

(providing all the other design goals are also fulfilled).
•e

An increase in light gathering power is the most basic

advantage, but the PSF also changes. The central spike

narrows, and the side lobes are driven down in magnitude. -

The PSF becomes tighter, so this results in crisper images.

A last general conclusion is that symmetric arrays are ,

preferable to non-symmetric arrays. The more symmetric the

array, the more symmetric is the PSF. A perfectly symmetric

PSF has the advantage of being convolved with an edge from

any direction, and the result is always the same. This

allows maximum stability in the quality of the image despite

the orientation between object and aperture. The logical

extrapolation of this thesis' analysis is that an infinite

number of elements, if arranged in a symmetric pattern,

would produce the most symmetric PSF, and would therefore

afford maximum orientation stability.

Suggestions and Recommendations

This thesis opens the way to additional research in the -

area of multiple aperture incoherent imaging. Future

projects could involve studying larger arrays to see whether

the above design conditions hold true. Also, attention could 5

be devoted to the complex engineering problem of actually -v-.

combining the multiple aperture inputs into one image, as

would have to be performed in the real world. S
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APPENDIX A - Aperture Computer Representations

The following three-dimensional graphs are computer

representations of each aperture. Each graph represents the

transmittance of light at the aperture plane. The "xy"

coordinate system is representative of the aperture plane, and .

the "z" axis records the transmittance at each "xy" -.

coordinate.

The scale of the image plane is 1 to 1 with the computer 5

array that stored the pattern: the base area is 96 by 96,

corresponding to the central 96 by 96 area of the original

aperture array in the program (256 by 256). •

0

W..',.°°.

%

0 00

'00

Fig. A-I. Aperture 1. Fig. A-2. Aperture 2.
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APPENDIX B - Aperture Point Spread Functions

The following three-dimensional graphs are computer S

representations of each aperture's theoretical Point Spread 4

Function (PSF). Each graph represents the intensity of the

irradiance of light in the image plane. The "xy" coordinate

system is representative of that same image plane, and the "z"

axis records the normalized intensity of the irradiance at

each "xy" coordinate. 0

The scale of the image plane is 1 to 1 with the computer

array that stored the pattern: the base area is 48 by 48,

corresponding to the central 48 by 48 area of the original 0

target array in the program (256 by 256).

00

*1.0

Fig. B-1. Aperture 1 PSF. Fig. B-2. Aperture 2 PSF.
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Fig. B-3. Aperture 3 PSF. Fig. B-4. Aperture 4 PSF.
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APPENDIX C - ApertureOptical Transfer Functions

The following three-dimensional graphs are computer

representations of each aperture's theoretical Optical

Transfer Function (OTF). Each graph represents the weighting

function for transmittance of spatial frequencies. The "xy"

coordinate system is representative of the aperture plane, and

the "z" axis records the normalized transmittance the spatial

frequency at each "xy" coordinate.

The scale of the image plane is 1 to 1 with the computer

array that stored the pattern: the base area is 192 by 192, "

corresponding to the central 192 by 192 area of the original-.

target array in the program (256 by 256).

e.j
L'.- ?.

Fig. C-1. Aperture 10OTF. Fig. C-2. Aperture 20OTF ...
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Fig. C-5. Aperture 5 OTF. Fig. C-6. Aperture 4 OTF.
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Fig. C-9. Aperture 7 OTF. Fig. C-0. Aperture 80 OTF.
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APPENDIX D - Three Dimensional Computer Predictions

of Images of Edges for each Aperture

The following three-dimensional graphs are computer

representations of the image of an edge as seen through each

aperture. Each graph represents the intensity of the

irradiance of light in the image plane. The "xy" coordinate

system is representative of that same image plane, and the "z"

axis records the normalized intensity of the irradiance at

each "xy" coordinate.

The scale of the image plane is I to I with the computer

array that stored the pattern: the base area is 48 by 48,

corresponding to the central 48 by 48 area of the original

target array in the program (256 by 256).

-.. .-.

S
C

F. D. Ap " 2

Fig. D-1. Aperture 1 Edge. Fig. D-2. Aperture 2 Edge. 
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Fig. D-3. Aperture 3 Edge. Fig. D-4. Aperture 4 Edge.
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Fig. D-5. Aperture 5 Edge. Fig. D-6. Aperture 6 Edge.
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Fig. D-7. Aperture 7 Edge. Fig. D-8. Aperture 8 Edge.
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APPENDIX E - Three Dimensional Computer Predictions
of Images of Slits for each Aperture

The following three-dimensional graphs are computer

representations of the image of a slit as seen through each

aperture. Each graph represents the intensity of the

irradiance of light in the image plane. The "xy" coordinate

system is representative of that same image plane, and the "z"

axis records the normalized intensity of the irradiance at

each "xy" coordinate.
,%

The scale of the image plane is 1 to 1 with the computer

array that stored the pattern: the base area is 48 by 48,

corresponding to the central 48 by 48 area of the original

target array in the program (256 by 256). '.

Jo • •

* S'

vC

NO p.'4 4AN.

-4;'e

Fig. E-1. Aperture 1 Slit. Fig. E-2. Aperture 2 Slit.
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Fig. E-3. Aperture 3 Slit. Fig. E-4. Aperture 4 Slit.
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Fig. E-9. Aperture 9 Slit. Fig. 1-0. Aperture 80 Slit.
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APPENDIX F - Three Dimensional Computer Predictions W

of Images of Rectangles for each Aperture

The following three-dimensional graphs are computer

representations of the image of a rectangle as seen through

each aperture. Each graph represents the intensity of the

irradiance of light in the image plane. The "xy" coordinate 4.

system is representative of that same image plane, and the "z"

axis records the normalized intensity of the irradiance at

each "xy" coordinate.

The scale of the image plane is 1 to 1 with the computer. e%

array that stored the pattern: the base area is 96 by 96,

corresponding to the central 96 by 96 area of the original

target array in the program (256 by 256).

%

4-

Fig. F-1. Aperture 1 Rect. Fig. F-2. Aperture 2 Rect.
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APPENDIX G - Three Dimensional Computer Predictions
of Images of Circles for each Aperture

The following three-dimensional graphs are computer

representations of the image of a circle as seen through each

aperture. Each graph represents the intensity of the

irradiance of light in the image plane. The "xy" coordinate

system is representative of that same image plane, and the "z"

axis records the normalized intensity of the irradiance at 0

each "xy" coordinate.

The scale of the image plane is 1 to 1 with the computer 'V

array that stored the pattern: the base area is 96 by 96, 0

corresponding to the central 96 by 96 area of the original

target array in the program (256 by 256).

,..I.s

Fig. -1. Aperture I Circ. Fig. G-2. Aperture 2 Circ. .
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Fig. G-3. Aperture 3 Circ. Fig. G-4. Aperture 4 Circ.
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APPENDIX H - Two Dimensional Computer Predictions
of Images of Edges for each Aperture
Based Upon Aperture Orientation

The following two-dimensional graphs are computer

representations of the image of an edge as seen through each

aperture. Each graph represents the intensity of the

irradiance of light in the image plane. The "x" coordinate

marks position relative to the geometric location of the edge.

The "z" axis records the normalized intensity of the

irradiance at each "x" coordinate. There are two graphs for .

each aperture, showing the two extremes of resolution based on

aperture orientation with the object. The apertures are

oriented as shown, while the edge they image is oriented

parallel to the right edge of this page.
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Fig. H-i. Aper.i best Edge. Fig. H-2. Aper.1 worst Edge.
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APPENDIX J - Two Dimensional Computer Prediction
of Image of Edge Compared to

Experimental Result for each Aperture .J4. 4

The following two-dimensional pairs of graphs are the

image of an edge, computer predicted and experimentally

photographed, respectively, as seen through each aperture.

Each graph represents the intensity of the irradiance of light

in the image plane. The "x" coordinate marks position relative

to the geometric location of the edge. The "z" axis records

the normalized intensity of the irradiance at each "x"

coordinate. Both the theoretical and experimental graphs are

normalized, but the "x" coordinate values are not to scale.

All computer graphs are in scale with each other, and all

photos are in scale with each other, but the computer graphs 4

and the photos are not exactly in scale with one other. Still,

%the curve similarities are noteworthy.
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APPENDIX K - Object Computer Representations

The following three-dimensional graphs are computer

representations of each input object. Each graph represents

the transmittance of light at the object plane. The "xy"

coordinate system is representative of the object plane, and

the "z" axis records the transmittance at each "xy"

coordinate.

The scale of the image plane is 1 to 1 with the computer

array that stored the pattern: the base area is 48 by 48,

corresponding to the central 48 by 48 area of the original

aperture array in the program (256 by 256). .-

C01 Co-

Fig. K-1. An Edge. Fig. K-2. A Slit.
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_DJA2: (AFITUSER.RREILANDER.ED)GEJAPPENDIX.L; 5 24-NOV *

APPENDIX L: COMPUTER CODE USED FOR SIM4ULATION S
%

C
C
C *

C *PROGRAM INTENSITY*
C

C
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE INTENSITY
C OF AN IMAGE OF AN OBJECT AS SEEN THROUGH A
C MULTIPLE APERTURE OPTICAL SYSTEM.
C
C

INTEGER L,N,NN,APE,SFACTOR,PLOT,ASYM,XCEN,YCEN
INTEGER RECTS,ICOOR,JCOOR,ISIZEJSIZE,SHAPE,CIRCRAD
INTEGER IWK(2000),IA1,1A2,N1,N2,N3,IJOB,CNTR,SLICE Y
REAL BUFF(48),RWK(4000),ROT,NV,NV2
REAL M(48,48),INT(48,48) 0
COMPLEX A(256,256),CWK(256),B(256,256),F(256,256)

C
OPEN(UNIT=24,STATUS='NEW' ,FILE=' INT.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT=25,STATUS='NEW' ,FILE='OTF.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT=26,STATUS='NEW' ,FILE='INT2.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT=27,STATUS='NEW' ,FILE='APER.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT-28 ,STATUS='NEW' ,FILE= 'OBJ.DAT')
OPEN(UNIT=29,STATUS='NEW' ,FILE='PSF.DAT')

C
C READ PARAMETER VALUES FROM COM FILE A
C

READ(5,20)N0
READ( 5,20 )PLOT
READ( 5,20 )SLICE
READ( 5,40) SRADI US
READ(5,40)RADIUS
READ( 5,40 )APER
READ( 5,20) ASYM
READ (5,40) ROT
READ( 5,20) CNTR
READ( 5,20) RECTS
READ( 5,20 )SHAPE
READ (5,20) CI RCRAD

C
20 FORMAT(13
40 FORMAT(F15.4)
45 FORMAT(' Z P ()
46 FORMAT(F15.4,' .'

47 FORMAT(F15.4)
48 FORMAT(' J'
49 FORMAT(13,X,13)
C
C 1 - N-NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS IN ONE DIMENSION
C 2 - PLOT-TYPE OF OUTPUT (1 - 2-D, ELSE 2-D AND 3-D)
C 3 - SLICE- Y COORDINATE FOR 2-D SLICE OF 3-D IMAGE
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C 4 - SRADIUS-RADIUS OF INDIVIDUAL SUB-APERTURES
C 5 - RADIUS=OUTER RADIUS OF SYNTHESIZED APERTURE
C (EXPRESSED AS MULTIPLE OF SUB-APERTURE RADIUS)
C 6 - APER=NUMBER OF SUB-APERTURES IN THE ARRAY 'V
C 7 - ROT=ROTATION OF ARRAY (DEGRZES)
C 8 - CNTR-CENTER APERTURE (1=YES, O=NO)
C 9 - RECTS=NUMBER OF OBJECT RECTANGLES
C 10 - ICOOR-I COORDINATE FOR BOTTOM LEFT OF RECT
C 11 - JCOOR=J COORDINATE FOR BOTTOM LEFT OF RECT
C 12 - ISIZE= COORDINATE FOR WIDTH OF RECTANGLE
C 13 - JSIZE=J COORDINATE FOR HEIGHT OF RECTANGLE
C 14 - SHAPE=OBJECT SHAPE (2=CIRCLE AND RECT,
C 1=CIRCLE ONLY, 0=RECT ONLY)
C 15 - CIRCRAD=RADIUS OF OBJECT CIRCLE
C

APE=APER-1.
IRAD=RADIUS*SRADIUS
ORAD= I RAD
IDIAM=2*IRAD .

SDIAM=2*SRADIUS
PI=3.1415927
Q1=3.*PI/4.
DL=3.*PI/2.
NN=N12
ROT=2. *PI/360. *ROT

C
C CLEAR MAIN ARRAYS
C

DO 101 I=1,N 0
DO 100 J=,N 4.

A( I,J) =CMPLX(0. 10.)

B( I,J)=CMPLX(0. ,0.)
F(I,J) =CMPLX(0., 0.)

100 CONTINUE
101 CONTINUE
C

C
C CREATE OBJECT FUNCTION
C .• • 4,.

C

C IF OBJECT CONTAINS A CIRCLE...

C
IF (SHAPE.GT.0) THEN
IARG-128-CIRCRAD
JARG=128-CIRCRAD
ISIZE=128+CIRCRAD
JSIZE=128+CIRCRAD
DO 190 I=IARG,ISIZE
DO 180 J=JARG,JSIZE
RAD-SQRT( (128.-I )**2+(128.-J)**2)
IF (RAD.LE.CIRCRAD) THEN .
B(I,J)-CMPLX(1., 0.)

END IF .
180 CONTINUE
190 CONTINUE

IF (SHAPE.EQ.2)THEN lcz4Y
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GO TO 195
ELSE

END IF

END IF
C
C IF OBJECT CONTA INS A RECTANGLE OF SER IES OF RECTANGLES
C
195 DO 202,L=1,RECTS

READ (5,20)1 COOR
READ( 5,20 )JCOOR
READ (5,20)1 SIZE "

READ( 5,20 )JSIZE
DO 201 I=ICOOR,ISIZE %ge
DO 200 J=JCOOR,JSIZE
B( I, J) =CMPLX(l., 0.)

200 CONTINUE0
201 CONTINUE
202 CONTINUE
C
C WRITE OBJECT FUNCTION TO DATA FILE
C ~ ~
C WRITE(28,45) S

DO 206 1=1,48
DO 205 J=1,48
IF (J.EQ.48) THEN
WRITE(28,47)CABS(B(104+I,104+J))
ELSE
WRITE(28,46)CABS(B(204.I, 104+J))

END IF
205 CONTINUE
206 CONTINUE
C

C
C CREATE CIRCULAR APERTURE WITH VARIABLE TRANSMITTANCE .7J

C

IARG=NN-SRADIUS+ (ORAD-SRADIUS) *COS (ROT)
JARG=NN-SRADIUS+ (ORAD-SRADIUS) *SIN(ROT) 5S,%

DO 390 I=1,SDIAM S
DO 380 J-1,SDIAM
RAD=SQRT( (I-SRADIUS)**2+(J-SRADIUS)**2)
IF(RAD.LE.SRADIUS)THEN
A(I4IARG,J*JARG)=Q4PLX(1. 10.)

END IF
380 CONTINUE
390 CONTINUE
C
C CREATE REMAINING SUB-APERTURES

DO 402 I=1,APE

IF(AsYM.EQ.1) THEN
READ (5,49) XCEN ,YCEN
XP=XCEN-SRADIUS
YP=YCEN-SRADIUS
GO TO 399

END IF
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L=(ORAD-SRADIUS)*COS( I*2.*PI/APER+ROT)
U=L '
L=(ORAD-SRADIUS)*SIN( I*2.*PI/APER+ROT)
V=L
XP=(NN-1 )-SRADIUS+U
YP=(NN-1)-SRADIUS+V

399 DO 401 J=1,SDIAM
DO 400 K=1,SDIAM
RR=SQRT(((SRADIUS-J)**2)+((SRADIUS-K)**2))
IF(RR.GT.SRADIUS) GO TO 400
A(XP+J ,YP+K)=A(XP+J,YP+K)+A(J+IARG,K+JARG)
CZ=CABS(A(XP+J,YP+K))
IF(CZ.GT.1.) THEN
A(XP+J,YP+K)=Q4PLX(1. ,0.)

END IF
400 CONTINUE
401 CONTINUE0
402 CONTINUE S

C
C CREATE CENTER APERTURE IF DESIRED
C

IF (CNTR.EQ.1) THEN
XP=NN- 1-SRADIUS
YP=NN- 1-SRADI US
DO 501 J=2,SDIAM

DO 500 K=1,SDIAM
A(XP+J,YP+K)=A(XP+J,YP+K) +A(J+IARG,K+JARG) r~-

CZ=CABS(A(XP+J,YP+K))
IF(CZ.GT.1.) THEN
A(XP+J,YP+K)=CMPLX(l. ,0.)

END IF
500 CONTINUE
501 CONTINUE

END IF
C
C WRITE APERTURE FUNCTION
C
C WRITE(27,45)

DO 506 I=1,48 '5%

DO 505 J=1,48
IF (J.EQ.48) THEN
WRITE(27,47)CABS(A(79+I*2,79+J*2))
ELSE
WRITE(27,46)CABS(A(79+I*2,79+J*2))

END IF
505 CONTINUE
506 CONTINUE
C

C
C PERFORM FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM USING IMSL
C TO FIND IMPULSE RESPONSE 'h'
C

C
IA1=N '
1A2=N
N1-N
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N2=N
N3-=1
IJOB= 1
CALL FFT3D (A, IA1,IA2,N1,N2,N3,IJOB,IWK,RWK,CWK)

C
C k
C SITZR RQEC OARYCNE
C SITZR RQEC OARYCNE

DO 620 I=1,N
DO 610 J=1,NN
F( I,J)=A( I,NN+1-J)
F(I,NN+J)=A( I,N+1-J)

610 CONTINUE
620 CONTINUE

DO 640 I=1,NN
DO 630 J=1,N
A( I,J)=F(NN+1-I,J)
A(NN+I ,J)=F(N+1-I ,J)

630 CONTINUE
640 CONTINUE
C
C FIND INTENSITY OF ARRAY; SQUARE th' N
C

DO 660 I=1,N
DO 650 J=1,N
A(I,J)=CABS(A(I,J) )**2.

650 CONTINUE
660 CONTINUE
C
C WRITE POINT SPREAD FUNCTION
C
C WRITE(29,45)

DO 680 I=1,48
DO 670 J=1,48
IF (J.EQ.48) THEN
WRITE(29,47)CABS(A(I+104,J+104))/CABS(A(128,128))

ELSE
WRITE(29,46)CABS(A(I+104,J+104))/CABS(A(128,128))

ENDIF
670 CONTINUE
680 CONTINUE
C WRITE(29,48)
C V

C
C PERFORM FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM USING IMSL
C TO FIND FOURIER OF 'h' SQUARED
C

C
IA1=N
IA2=N
NI-N
N2-N
N3-=1
IJOB-1 (AI1A2NN2NJBIKRKC)

CCALL FFT3D AI1I2N,2NJBIRKC )
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C
C PERFORM FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM USING IMSL
C TO FIND FOURIER OF OBJECT IRRADIANCE
C

C
IA1=N
IA2=N
N1=N ,

N2=N
N3 =1
IJOB=1 "

CALL FFT3D (B,IA1,IA2,N1,N2,N3,IJOB,IWK,RWK,CWK)
C

C
C CALCULATE PRODUCT OF ARRAY A*B
C

C
C

DO 910 I=1,N
DO 900 J=1,,N
a(I,J)=CABS(A( I,J) )*B( I,J)

900 CONTINUE p
910 CONTINUE
C

C*.a-

C

C PERFORM INVERSE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM USING IMSL
C TO FIND ACTUAL IRRADIANCE
C

C
IA1=N
IA2=N
N1=N
N2=N
N3=1
IJOB=-1
CALL FFT3D (B,IA1,IA2,N1,N2,N3,IJOBIWK,RWK,CWK)

C
C

C
C WRITE RESULTS

C~*

C

C WRITE(24,45)
C WRITE(25,45)
C WRITE(26,45)

NV= 1.0
NV2-1.0
DO 1210 1=1,48

DO 1200 J-1,48
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INT(I,J)=CABS(B(I*2+NN-48,J*2+NN-48)) *'.*

IF (INT(I,J).GT.NV) THEN
NV=INT(I J) 'S:

END IF
1200 CONTINUE
1210 CONTINUE

DO 1250 I=1,48
DO 1240 J=1,48INT( I, J )=INT( I,J )/NV r.

C PREPARE "SIDE" FILE FOR 2-DIMENSION VIEW
C

IF (J .EQ. SLICE) THEN
BUFF (I) =INT(I ,J)

END IF
IF (PLOT .EQ. 1) GO TO 1255

C

C WRITE "INT" FILE FOR 3-DIMENSION VIEW
C

IF (J .EQ. 48) THEN p
WRITE(24,47) INT( I,J)

ELSE
WRITE(24,46) INT(I,J)

END IF
1240 CONTINUE
1250 CONTINUE
C *******************************************

C WRITE "INT2" FILE FOR 2-DIMENSION VIEW
C *******************************************

1255 DO 1270 I=1,48 WV

IF (I .EQ. 48)THEN
WRITE(26,47)BUFF(49-I)

ELSE A
WRITE(26,46)BUFF(49-I)

END IF
1270 CONTINUE
C
C ******************************************* ,a

C WRITE OFT FUNCTION FOR 3-DIMENSIONAL VIEW.
C FIRST, SHIFT ZERO FREQUENCY TO ARRAY CENTER. .
C
C

IF (PLOT EQ. 1) GO TO 1400
DO 1290 I=1,N

DO 1280 J=1,NN
F(I ,J)=A(I,NN+1-J)
F(I,NN+J)=A(I ,N+1-J)

1280 CONTINUE
1290 CONTINUE

DO 1292 I=iNN
DO 1291 J=1,N *%

A(I,J)=F(NN+1-I ,J)
A(NN+I,J)=F(N+I-I ,J)

1291 CONTINUE
1292 CONTINUE

DO 1294 I=1,48
DO 1293 J=1,48
INT(I,J)=CABS(A(I*4+NN-96,J*4+NN-96))
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IF (INr(I,J).GT.NV2) THEN
NV2-INT(I ,J) J

END IF 
17

1293 CONTINUE
1294 CONTINUE

DO 1301 1-1,48
DO 1300 J-1,48
IF (J .EQ. 48) THEN
WRITE(25,47) INT(I,J)/NV2

ELSE
WRITE(25,46) INT(I,J)/NV2

END IF
1300 CONTINUE
1301 CONTINUE

C

C CLOSE ALL FILES AND TERMINATE
C
C
1400 CONTINUE
C WRITE(24,48)
C WRITE(25,48)
C WRITE(26,48)0
C WRITE (27,48) ~a
C WRITE(28,48)

CLOSE(UNIT=24)
CLOSE(UNIT=25)
CLOSE(UNIT=26) Lh

CLOSE(UNIT=27)
CLOSE(UNIT=28)
CLOSE(UNIT=29)
STOP
END

C

C "a
C END MAIN PROGRAM V
C

C
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